BY ALEXANDER COCKBURN

% It is, I think, becoming more and more evident that the American press is ceasing to carry out one of its prime functions: namely, the proper reporting of disasters. Part of this dereliction can be ascribed to the termination of Life and part to Watergate, which has led to a collapse of all standards. Journalists now feel they have to go out and uncover facts, find unnamed sources and confuse people about mortgages in Key Biscayne. This may be fine for those who like to boast about the press being the watchdog of our freedoms, etc., but is very vexing for the general reader who wants what he has always wanted in a free press: dramatic descriptions of other people being killed.

A word of warning: newspaper readers do not want to hear about all the people who are killed or die in the world every day. Apart from the evident impracticality of the idea, a large number of deaths are simply uninteresting to the casual reader. For example, about 55,000 people are killed on American roads every year. Indeed, about a million American citizens have perished on the highways since 1950. Such news may be of interest to insurance companies, auto companies, Ralph Nader or morticians, but the newspaper reader is more discriminating. Each case must be judged on its merits. Was it a multiple crash? Was there fog? Was granddad on a Christmas visit after 50 years? Was there a priest on hand to give extreme unction to the dying?

In the old days, news editors had their priorities straight. They knew what disasters were, and the rules to be followed. There was, if you like, a simple Richter scale of human (and, indeed, animal) calamity. When forest fires raged, it was essential that the undergrowth be alive with creatures fleeing to safety; a couple of fire fighters had to be cut off and incinerated in the blaze; one of Alexander Cockburn is a British journalist living in New York. He works for the Village Voice.
BY BARBARA GRIZZUTI HARRISON

What do Walter Cronkite, Madame Chiang Kai-Shek, Mrs. Aristotle B. Onassis, Dinah Shore, Bob Hope, Mrs. Harry Truman, Governor Ronald Reagan, Bing Crosby, Mrs. W. Averell Harriman and Cary Grant have in common? They're all members of Harry and David's Fruit-of-the-Month Club, that's what. Harry and David's Christmas Book of Gifts is one of at least 15 Christmas catalogues I've received, unsolicited, since Halloween. According to Harry and David (of Bear Creek Orchards, Medford, Ore.), "Bank Presidents, movie stars, Congressmen and hundreds of Folks" rely on them "for gifts that are in perfect taste." I don't think the pitch is intentional: Harry and David take their pears and apples—"crisp as Jack Frost, snappier than his wife and redder than Russian raspberries"—far too kindly for that.

Hammacher Schlemmer's 1973 catalogue is less democratic than Harry and David's. They don't carry a whole lot of gifts for just folks. At least I think that's what this sentence, celebrating their "125 Years of Vigilant Venture," implies: "One felt certain pride, satisfaction, when our gnomes-decorated van pulled up to the curb and delivered our wares to one's brownstone." I love Hammacher Schlemmer's prose—it's full of gnomes and confused pronouns—although some of their claims it invented the closet? do strain my credulity. And I'd never have guessed, unless they told us, that a "pushbutton Lazy Susan, one that revolves when you want sees, certain hosiery, clothes, accessories," fell into the category of things that were once "fads" but are now "fundamentals."

Well, as the Salvation Armyman on 59th and Lex is good enough to remind us, "Christ dwelleth not in Bloomingdale's" (I know two children, however—mine—who would confidently continue to work with, such professional writers as Jimmy Breslin, Pete Hamill, Marshall Smith, Tom Meehan, Larry King, John Cory [sic]. Martin Mayer, Dick Boeth, Peter Evans, Gale Greene, Robert Daley, Stephen Birmingham, Laura Collins, Joe Flaherty, Shell B. Shooby, Tom Fleming, Edna O'Brien, George Plimpton, etc.—all of whom have been good enough to contribute their talents to this magazine. I assure you I have never submitted any copy of COSMOS's editing rules to any of the above writers.

Mrs. Ashley, who is far more indefatigable than I in her search for new contributors, often does make use of basic editing rules when explaining how a good article should be written. Some of the people she deals with listen and profit from her advice; others, following their hearts rather than their heads, blame her for their deficiencies.

—George Walsh
Managing Editor
Cosmopolitan
New York, N.Y.
Editors and Nixon
At Disney World

Some editors were a bit edgy all along about meeting at Disney World, so the unexpected guest only heightened the uneasiness at last month's annual meeting of the Associated Press Managing Editors Association. "Donald Duck was bad enough," one editor remarked, "but Richard the Waterbug was going too far."

On both scores, their fears proved at least partially justified. The AP—recognizing the solemnity of its own undertaking—detailed its story from the neighboring city of Orlando, Fla. But R.W. Apple of The New York Times—among others—could not resist datelining his piece in the Sunday paper "Disney World, Fla."

And that the White House was going too far.

On Nov. 16, John Quinn of Gannett, the APME's president, summoned the executive committee and the chairmen of the association's study committees to his room in Disney World's Contemporary Hotel. According to some of the roughly 25 men present, Quinn and the other executives appeared stung by suggestions that they were being used. "We've got to show that we're not patsies," one said.

But it was equally evident that the leadership did not trust the rank-and-file to ask the right questions. "A lot of our guys are small town editors who don't know diddly-poo about Washington or Watergate," one executive said. "We were afraid we'd get a lot of questions on the level of the one somebody asked Clare Booth Luce last year, something like 'how can you be so pretty and so smart at the same time?'"

Some suggestions were made at the meeting for limiting all questioning to a panel of well-informed editors or for screening of questions in advance. But most editors feared either procedure would make the session seem "rigged." Fortunately, a somewhat less-structured plan was adopted. Twenty study committee chairmen were instructed to prepare questions in advance. They broke up into four groups—one for each microphone in the hall—and a "microphone captain" ranked them in order. Later, when the rank-and-file was informed of the plan, they were told that if they wanted to ask questions they should give their names to a microphone captain who would determine if and when they could speak.

As things worked out, 18 of the 20 questions were asked by designated questioners. Only two "outsiders" managed to get to the microphones: Harry Rosenfeld of The Washington Post and A.M. Rosenthal of The New York Times. But Apple of The New York Times—along with others—could not resist datelining his piece in a Sunday story "Disney World, Fla."
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As things worked out, 18 of the 20 questions were asked by designated questioners. Only two "outsiders" managed to get to the microphones: Harry Rosenfeld of The...
disappointed that we didn’t pin him down more on the big issues.” Ed Doherty of The Boston Globe was annoyed—as were many others—by the applause and laughter which came from some editors and many wives. “The whole thing seemed to be too chatty,” he said. “It was exactly the kind of thing editors would lecture Washington correspondents for doing.” Harry Rosenfeld called it “a middling performance by guys who seemed more concerned about philosophy than tough specifics, but if philosophers’ on their mind, then that’s what they should ask.” And George Packard said “too many editors seemed overly concerned about decorum and propriety. That’s a mistake. Decorum should come second to a search for the truth. The President should have been walking into a den of lions but what he found instead was a Disney World where the animals have no teeth.”

THE EDITORS

The Spy Who Came In To Hearst

Last August, Hearst staffers were taken completely by surprise when columnist Jack Anderson reported that their new London bureau chief, Seymour Freidin, had netted $17,000 spying on the Democrats for the Committee for the Re-election of the President. Late in September, when they learned Freidin would not be fired, they were more than surprised; they were angry. William Randolph Hearst Jr., reliable sources said recently, had overruled his most senior advisors and decided to keep Freidin, a personal friend, in his prestigious post.

Freidin was not employed by Hearst at the time of his work for Nixon aide Murray Chotiner, but was freelancing—writing “a Joe McGinniss’ book on the 1972 campaign, he said. Few newsmen accepted the excuse, especially after a September Anderson column noted that Freidin, while reporting in the ’50s and ’60s for the New York Herald Tribune, had been a paid informant for the CIA. “Every professional newsmen working for the Hearst organization, from Robert Thompson [the national editor] down to the lowest Hearst correspondent, felt. Freidin should have been fired,” said one source. And many others felt just as strongly.

Hearst himself could not be reached for comment, but national editor Thompson, while admitting unhappiness over the Freidin affair, denied that he and other Hearst editors had wanted Freidin fired. “Freidin did file reports for Chotiner, but it wasn’t spying,” Thompson said. “It was just material everyone else had. And it wasn’t a matter of conflict of interest because he wasn’t working for us until September 1, 1972. We were unhappy we hadn’t known about it before we hired him, but Freidin’s been an outstanding correspondent and we wanted to be fair.”

Initially, Freidin was hardly fair with Robert Thompson. When Jack Anderson called—Thompson at home—to get his reaction to the first Freidin column, Thompson was startled. He immediately called Freidin, who was in Athens on assignment. “Sp,” Thompson said, “There are two things I want you to do. Call Jack Anderson and talk to him, and send me a full report.”

Freidin did call Anderson but his “full report” curiously did not mention the CIA work, and so when Anderson reported that, too, in late September, and when his follow-up columns indicated that Freidin had been overruled by Hearst, Thompson might have been made up, Thompson was once again left in the dark. At the end of September, Thompson ordered Freidin to return to New York to spend a weekend writing detailed reports and discussing his activities with top editors and Hearst. Those meetings and “voluminous” reports, according to Thompson, did confirm the accuracy of the Anderson columns. Yet Freidin was kept on. “These were long, reasoned, not acrimonious discussions,” Thompson said. “No one called him home with a judgment in mind, but rather to explore what we should do. Since his activities ended prior to his employment with us and since he did give us a full explanation, we decided we wanted him to stay.”

—LANIE JONES

Corrections

On page 20 of last month’s issue, we ran a picture of baseball star Henry Aaron talking to a group of sports writers in the Atlanta Braves’ clubhouse. The caption read: “What have you done for baseball?” asked the man from UPI.

None of the reporters in the photograph were identified: but it turns out that the man at whom Aaron is looking and who seems to be asking the silly question is none other than Milton Richman, UPI’s national sports editor. Richman has doubtless lobbed a soft question or two in his career (as who hasn’t?), but in this case he is innocent. The question was put by Tim Minors, a stringer for UPI-TN, a television film service. We regret the confusion, particularly since it was made possible by a UPI photo... In David Alpern’s Big Apple piece on the closing of Manhattan’s police shack, a line of type was inadvertently left out. A reader in question should have read: “The Baron” De Hirsh Margules was a nudet Greenwich Village artist as well as a veteran police reporter...
**Television Turns on Nixon**

BY BOB KUTTNER

It isn’t pleasant, for example, speaking of my friend Mr. Rebozo, that despite the fact that those with whom he dealt, found him a fool of the Cretan type, was, if it is true, that he had a million dollar trust fund for me, it was nevertheless put on the network, knowing it was untrue.

—Richard Nixon, October 26, 1972

How did ABC News "know" that correspondent Bill Gill’s exclusive report on the alleged secret trust fund was "untrue"? Funny you should ask. Well, the White House denied it, that’s how. After reporting that the subject of President Nixon’s outburst was not directed at ABC. The object of the President’s wrath, said Ziegler, was CBS. Ziegler assured him there was nothing to the Rebozo story. Bill Gill’s exclusive report on the alleged secret trust fund... 

...system in the direction of the President.” And, say the authors, the problem between Nixon and CBS. "The networks have only just begun to earn the President’s enmity with original reporting.” And as one CBS producer says, "We still have a lot to learn. We’re still not loading.”

The networks have only just begun to earn the President’s enmity with original reporting. And as one CBS producer says, “We still have a lot to learn. We’re still not loading.”

Cronkite invariably upstages the President’s Gaullist act. In treating Watergate, television’s main functions were passive and futile. Unfortunately for the Administration, the network correspondents constrained as they were by the idiot technology, all found time to read The Washington Post. Eventu- ally, they even managed to rewrite it and find pictures to match. When the story became more visual, it took just one mildly courageous decision—
carry the Watergate hearings live—for the public to understand the real character of Watergate. Haleman, Haldeman, and the Nixon presidency; later, the networks had only to respond passively to events for Archibald Cox to be transformed from an unknown professor to a Becket-like symbol of stubborn integrity.

For all of this, news networks deserve little credit. It was not until late in the Watergate story that the networks began to treat it as a story that was uncovering the scandal. Throughout 1972, network reporting did just about nothing to advance this story. There were two exceptions, both on CBS. In September, 1972, the Cronkite show tackled a story that by every conventional index epitomizes something too abstract for television: the wheat deal. Producer Stanhope Gould, with Linda Trenchard, and correspondent Joel Blocker, not only explained the machinations in a three-part series, which was clearer and more intelligible than any previous print report; they also added new information: the series explained precisely how the six big grain companies manipulated the export subsidy for windfall gains; it analyzed the effect on consumer prices; it probed how a high Agriculture official, Clarence Palmby, was already slated for a demotion; it made the point that the government’s wheat negotiations were still in progress. "The wheat series was a watershed for us," Blocker says. "We felt that if television could do that, it could do anything.” Next came a two-part series on Watergate itself, the first part of which occupied fully half the Cronkite show. It was mostly rehab, but it marked the first effort by a network to synthesize the Post’s revelations into something real and strong. A year later, Walter Cronkite assured his viewers that despite the campaign against the networks outlined in the latest batch of White House papers, "none of that pressure ever reached this desk.” In fact, as CBS people admit privately, Colson’s arm-twisting caused the only network pre-election Watergate special to be cut nearly in half.

But Watergate was a catalyst, or may be a catalyst, for network news. For the first six months, the networks had done little but write the Post. By the big break in the case—McCord’s letter to Judge Sirica in late March of this year—the networks were beginning to use their highly paid correspondents as reporters: to gather information as well as pose for pictures. The lesson was finally sinking in that a correspondent could spend his energy going after a story. If the story he got lent itself to pictures, so much the better. If not, creative graphics could take over, as was brilliantly done in the CBS wheat series.

Technology has helped. CBS has a new device called Videfont that accomplishes what computer used to be done with slides. With
CBS’s Dan Rather asked what went through his head when he heard talk of impeachment. The President replied: "I don't mean to suggest that he should resign. I mean that he should be impeached."

At President Nixon’s Oct. 26 press conference, he announced that the networks neither presented nor sensed. "The networks have wished, it seems on the whole to have been so much time to explain it on the air. Robert Pierpoint's first report on favorable treatment for the Rebozo banking group required several days of digging and seven minutes of air time, and is scooped the print press, which disdained the story until Congressman Wright Patman began an investigation—giving the papers a fresh lead.

At NBC set up an investigative team, as did the other networks, to develop original information on the Agnew story. "Somewhere between Watergate and Agnew," Stern says, "the idea died that you have to have an official tell you something on camera before it's a story." Nessen was able to break several Agnew stories using his own sources, including the gist of the case U.S. Attorney George Beall intended to present to the grand jury. When Agnew’s lawyers identified nine reporters they intended to subpoena to determine their sources, two broadcast journalists made the list: Nessen of NBC, and Fred Graham of CBS.

President news, of course, has a long way to go. Several correspondents don’t think Watergate has made that much of a difference. "Investigative reporting is still zilch," said one well-known network correspondent. "When they talk about investigative reporting, it means a friend calls you up from some Congressman's office and tells you that they're going to release a report in a few days, so you go on the air and say, 'WXYZ has learned that blah blah blah.' We still don't have nearly enough reporters. If someone is out of town a couple of days charging a press conference, ABC, CBS, and NBC have been freed from beats to do more leisurely probing, the fee system discourages staying away from the air for days at a time even when we don't go all night."

At ABC, though two or three reporters have been freed from beats to do more leisurely probing, the fee system discourages staying away from the air for days at a time even when we don't go all night. At ABC, Watergate was a factor in the network's decision to slot a new series of twelve investigative documentaries. In a major speech last May to network affiliates, ABC President Elton E. Rabb cited Watergate as proof that television had to do more reporting. People at ABC point to the documentaries as proof Rule was serious. As one network charger, "The networks did a lousy job on Watergate," says Nessen. "Nobody was attuned to that kind of reporting. If the Post broke a story in the bullpen edition, our idea of a follow-up was to stake out the guy's house. Watergate prompted a lot of soul-searching about what we could do. When the Ervin hearings finally opened, TV began doing its thing. By the time Agnew came along, it was a chance to redeem ourselves."

FDR scooped the print press, which disdained the story until Congressman Wright Patman began an investigation—giving the papers a fresh lead.

"With Watergate," says Sen. William Saxbe (R., Ohio) who probably functions more like a print reporter than any other network correspondent, "a lot of things were happening that couldn't be told in a minute. So we began to say, 'Hold on a moment. This will take some time. Let me take you by the lapels and explain it.'" There is generally less original reporting on CBS's competitors, with notable exceptions, such as ABC's Bill Gill and NBC's Carl Stern and Ron Nessen. "The networks did a lousy job on Watergate," says Nessen. "Nobody was attuned to that kind of reporting. If the Post broke a story in the bullpen edition, our idea of a follow-up was to stake out the guy's house. Watergate prompted a lot of soul-searching about what we could do. When the Ervin hearings finally opened, TV began doing its thing. By the time Agnew came along, it was a chance to redeem ourselves."
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This is how we ate every day. The French will eat anything. Especially pigeon. After having to deal with these little feathered “delicacies” at every other meal, I finally solved the problem by slipping one into my jacket pocket—beak, feet and all. I soon had a recurring nightmare that I would die in France and instead of burying me the practical French would roast me and convert every part of my body into something edible. I dreamed, too, of Baskin-Robbins ice cream.

At play in France with ten journalists, one photographer and, gosh, Danny Kaye, too, on a $35,000 junket complete with three-star gluttony, private jets, Mercedes limousines and plugs for the sponsors.

BY DAVID RUBIN

You Are What You Eat

On behalf of the Moet-Hennessy-Dior group and "L'Association de la Grande Cuisine Francaise" we are delighted that you will be able to join us on this first Three-Star Gastronomic Tour of France. Twelve U.S. journalists have been invited to sample France's leading gastronomic sites. The group will be divided in two, with six people on Moet's Hawker Siddeley and six on Hennessy's Mystere 20. One evening will be spent at Moet & Chandon's guesthouse, the Chateau de Saran, in Epernay, Champagne; another at Hennessy's guesthouse, Le Bagnolet, in Cognac, and the remaining evenings will be divided between France's leading Three-Star Restaurants. While this is the first Gastronomic Extravaganza ever held, most restaurant oriented press junkets to date have been comprised exclusively of wine and food writers. If it is Three-Star and Moet-Hennessy's feeling that one of the few things we all have in common no matter who is on and who is off the Enemy List, is the breaking of bread. And for this reason, they would like to be the first in extending this invitation to feature and general interest writers who are excited by the prospect of exploring different life-styles and cuisines, more as a hobby than as a profession...

David Rubin is an assistant professor of journalism at New York University and the co-author of Media: An Introductory Analysis of American Mass Communication (Prentice-Hall). Shana Alexander; Al Goldstein, executive editor of Screw; New York's Gael Greene; and Kathleen Bourke, editor of the British magazine Wine. An executive of the AP and one from a leading features syndicate were approached, and invitations were also extended to Penthouse and Ms. No broadcast journalists were included, although the organizers had considered making overtures to CBS's Sally Quinn and NBC's Barbara Walters. Danny Kaye (Dena's father), a gourmet cook and Chinese cuisine expert, was the only non-journalist on the list.

Most of the "A" list sent regrets. Trillin declined through his agent. Buchwald (who would have given his right arm to come," according to Dorsen), was booked solid on the lecture circuit. Capote's agent said "no" for him. The Times' strict anti-junket policy stopped Shenker and Hess. Downs was already going to Yugoslavia on another junket. Alexander had to cover the Riggs-King tennis match in Houston and, after committing herself to the Tour, pulled out.

So the ten junketeers who reported to Pan Am's JFK terminal on Friday, September 21, were not as eye-popping as one might have liked, but a celebrated group nevertheless: Greene, Goldstein and Bourke; editor of the British magazine Wine. An executive of the AP and one from a leading features syndicate were approached, and invitations were also extended to Penthouse and Ms. No broadcast journalists were included, although the organizers had considered making overtures to CBS's Sally Quinn and NBC's Barbara Walters. Danny Kaye (Dena's father), a gourmet cook and Chinese cuisine expert, was the only non-journalist on the list.

Among freelancers, the first invitations (or solicitations through agents) went to Truman Capote, Calvin Trillin, George Plimpton, Tom Wolfe, J. Anthony Lukas, and Nora Ephron. Staff writers on the list included Horace Sutton, travel editor of Saturday Review/World; and his assistant Dena Kaye; The New York Times' Israel Shenker and food critic John Hess; the San Francisco Chronicle's Herb Caen; Linda Downs, wine editor of House Beautiful; Art Buchwald; Newsweek's...
From left, Alexia Bespaloff, Kathleen Bourke, Nora Ephron, Dan Wynn and Jane O'Reilly frolicking in front of Hennessy's private jet, "Chateau Saram." We flew everywhere in these plush corporate accommodations, downing Moet all the way. On route we played "Oubisery," a macabre game in which we all speculated on how the headlines would read if we crashed. My choice: DANNY KAYE KILLED IN PLANE CRASH WITH SIX OTHERS.

Wynn. Danny Kaye was also on hand. Sutton and Bourke joined up abroad to complete the lucky dozen.

Three-Star and Moet-Hennessy-Dior, seventh largest company in Europe, do not lavish $35,000, their private jets and chateaux, Mercedes limousines, pampering attentions, and untold sums in service on all those journalists just to improve French-American relations. As a director of Moet said to O'Reilly with a wave of his aristocratic hand, "It's just a gamble. Something may come of it. Something may not . . . I don't care, so long as it is done well." It was, of course, done to a turn, and the French "gamble" for publicity paid off as surely as a show bet on Secretariat.

Not that there was anything so gauche as PR men twisting the arms of the journalists. By all accounts, the pressure on the touring American sybarites to turn their French adventures into magazine pieces was almost embarrassing by its absence, thanks to the charm and sophistication of Schieffelin's Dorsen, who accompanied the group to France. O'Reilly volunteers that at several stops, where guided tour-type information would have been useful, none was forthcoming. Photographer Wynn recalls that the only time even the least bit of pressure was exerted on the journalists—in Monte Carlo by enthusiastic town officials—Dorsen ran skillful interference. One employee from Hennessy would not even speak with Bespaloff for a time so as not to be thought pushy or indiscreet. But the tour was a first-class pseudoevent ("Twelve days in a silver-lined cloud," says Dorsen; "One of the great experiences of my life," sighs O'Reilly), and the publicity harvest will be as rich as the three-star food.

For example, Gael Greene, New York's food critic, wrote a piece for the Nov. 12 issue describing the many dining pleasures in France's great restaurants and speaking lovingly of her corporate hosts. Names, brands, addresses and phone numbers are scattered liberally throughout the article. In accordance with magazine policy and Greene's own wishes, her portion of the tab was picked up by New York, and she refused the perfume, champagne, scarves and other baubles pressed on her receptive companions.

Susan Schraub, whose previous junkets had been to Richmond and Baltimore, was only granted a leave by House Beautiful because she would produce a piece. It will appear as a "humorous" center spread on French cuisine in the January issue. Horace Sutton used some of the French experience in his syndicated newspaper column (which has no New York City outlet); other material, plus pictures by Dan Wynn, appeared in the November 20 Saturday Review/World, which features a section on fine wines and foods. The spread itself, according to Sutton, was planned well before the tour. A similar food and wine blitz, this one in the Oct. 29 issue of New York, also was planned before the junket. It featured articles by Greene and Bespaloff, the latter's sprinkled with mentions of Schieffelin imports—some favorable; others not so.

Lewis, who was on her first bona fide junket, is planning her masken contribution to either Penthouse or Viva. Goldstein, who was asked specifically by Dorsen not to write about the trip in Screw, may produce pieces for Oui and Cavalier, in which he has a column.

In contrast, Nora Ephron of New York, and Danny Kaye did not take notes; and O'Reilly lost all of hers in France, returning only with fond memories and four additional pounds. Ferris and Bespaloff also may not write anything soon, or ever, based on the junket.

While most participants, including Dorsen, profess acute sensitivity to the ethics of junketing, they and those who didn't go approach the problem with a wide variety of moral stances. Most professional was Greene, whose way was paid by New York. John Hess of the Times says he would not have accepted even if his paper did not forbid junkets because he "sees no sense in organized gourmets . . . That is not the way people eat." William B. Honan of the Times Sunday travel section refused a query from Goldstein because the paper will not even accept freelance articles "subsidized in any way by commercial enterprises." Had columnist Shana Alexander accepted her invitation, Newsweek would have picked up the tab. Sutton, on the other hand, sees no great harm in junkets and states emphatically that "everyone in the business knows I never guarantee anything to anybody—I can't be bought for a bottle of champagne."

Wine critic Bespaloff has turned down junkets to Germany, Argentina and France because he does "not like to feel obligated." He also makes it a point of paying for every bottle of wine and champagne he reviews. This trip was, apparently, an exception for him. Others said they can become uneasy amid the subtle pressures of a junket. "Penthouse and Viva have a policy against quid pro quo arrangements for staffers, but Lewis would have felt "dishonest" accepting the invitation if she did not know there was at least a possibility that she would write an article. Schraub was relieved of an ethical decision because House Beautiful ordered a piece. O'Reilly, who writes for Travel and
Danny Kaye, in addition to being a "star," is also a Chinese cuisine enthusiast, and he was on the tour for nine days. He constantly was on. He mugged for the cameras, prepared dishes in the kitchens and, on some occasions, played the waiter. At first amusing, Kaye's antics quickly became tedious. He told me he'd never been to an orgy, so I invited him to one which was scheduled to take place at a brownstone in New York City three days after our return. But Danny begged off saying that he would be at a black-tie reception for Henry Kissinger at that time. I'm sure in retrospect he would have preferred the orgy.

Leisure, Ms. and New York, comes on coldly: "Nobody in his right mind would ask me along on a trip for good publicity."

Then there are Goldstein and Wynn. The editor of Screw "does not deny" that he "can be bought," but the price will have to be above his usual Annie Oakley—free cover charge at a massage parlor. (Goldstein always pays the girl, regardless.) In writing an article, the skin king said, he would not hesitate to name the champagne on the table 'Moet.' Wynn admits to shooting publicity photos of automobiles he has been loaned for weekends.

Sheldon Zalaznick, associate editor and publisher of New York (which had four of its contributors on the trip, a fact that seems to say more about the lifestyle of its reporters than anything else), believes the ethical problem of junkets is still "well worth exploring." New York policy forbids quid pro quo arrangements, but is more flexible than that of the Times. "There are certain kinds of expenses," he says, "that are simply beyond the ability of the magazine to pay, and the stories would not be covered without someone else paying to expose the writer to it. We try to judge each junket on its potential merit to the magazine. All we can do in fairness to the organization sponsoring the trip is to make it perfectly clear up front that we make no promise of any kind of coverage... It is not wise to follow a [strict anti-junket] principle right out the window."

And what does the organizer of the three-star happening think of this ethical problem? Dorsen says she is one of those who is made uncomfortable by the junket's subtle pressure to write and would prefer to avoid such obligations. But, of course, then she would have missed one helluva trip.
exhaustion. Said a colleague, "Amazingly no one else was hurt, even though an area a hundred yards long was engulfed in flames in seconds..."

The story runs over from the front page to page 5, where more details follow along with a ten-inch-square picture of a goat in a back yard. The goat seems calm, amid the blaze of the night sky. The caption: "The village of Langley is engulfed by giant flames after last night's explosion. But for a goat tethered in a nearby field the illuminated night seems to pass unnoticed." This was the Express' main story on October 6. As is evident, nothing actually happened—in the strict sense that no one was killed, not even the goat. But the Express' two and a half million readers were given an agreeable intimation of what might have been, if. In a suitably chastened spirit, they could then turn their eyes to a smaller story, also on the front page, headed, DEATH CRASH: "MARL, Friday.—At least five people were killed and another 49 injured when two trains collided near the railway station in Marl, West Germany, tonight."

The European press still likes disasters and is not ashamed of them. Teams of journalists stand ready, alert to speed to the scene of catastrophe, and take a notebook or a microphone in the faces of the bereaved. A curious sense of modesty seems to prevail in the U.S. Even accessible stories lack adequate record. Look at this one, from a recent New York Times. Headline, in a mean-spirited 14-point type at the bottom of the page: 54 HORSES DIE IN FIRE IN NEW JERSEY.

Fifty-four horses perished when a fire raced through the Hilltop Stables in the New Jersey community of Harding Township. The animals, including show horses, jumpers and hunters were valued at $2,000 to $15,000 each by the owner of the stable, Clarence Nagro... Only ten lines for the whole episode. What of the panic-stricken neighing of the stampeding beasts? The grief of the owner who has lost all? The negligent stable lad, who doesn't even appear in the story, but who must have been there? We read, sure enough, that Clarence "dashed into the barn and freed 15 horses before flames enveloped the barn," but what's reader to make of that? Was he half suffocated? Did his wife scream for him to desist? Did he save his champion horse? Or faithful old Dobbin, the companion of his youth? Where's the picture of Clarence amid the ashes of his dreams? Times reporters these days just don't seem to care.

Admittedly, the New York Daily News can rise to the occasion, and the newswires make a good showing from time to time. But it seems to me that the American media are losing their grip a little. The old zest just is not there. Air crashes get fudged; fires are often so cursory treated that it takes a strike by the firemen of New York and thus the virtual certainty of some tragic incineration to get the hounds out. So before the great disaster tradition passes into the pages of journalistic history, let me try and record the old rules and priorities. First, disasters that are more or less God's fault:...
and survey the wreckage of their homes. Floods are always rising and therefore stress the frantic urgency of the moment. Families sandbagging their homes, engineers manfully building dikes. Quote people berating the weathermen, who gave no warning of catastrophe. Stress the indifference of Federal authorities and the sparsity of relief. Photograph local politicians aiding the rescuers. Promising scandal here that can stretch over months. Good chance for stylists to brood on "swollen, sullen flood" which is usually "silt brown" and invariably has some dead cows and horses in it.

**Avalanches**

Emphasize "frantic rescuers clawing at the snow." Also get accounts of survivors and remember to have one of them say, "There was a crack like a pistol shot and then a terrifying roar. Then it was on us." Stress the risk of further avalanches in the area which can be set off by the slightest sound. Once again imply negligence of local authorities in not heeding warnings of sage old mountain folk. Stick around till the bodies are dug out, because it is a virtual certainty that one of the doomed skiers took a photograph of the avalanche seconds before it engulfed him. Thus: last snaps of a doomed man. NB. Stay on the scene for at least 48 hours, in case someone is dug out alive.

**Tidal Waves**

Generally these occur in out-of-the-way places, like Micronesia, or the Philippines. Therefore, merely have TIDAL WAVE RACES ACROSS PACIFIC, KILLS HUNDREDS, MAKES THOUSANDS HOMELESS. "Two-hundred thousand people are believed to be homeless following the onslaught of the tidal wave which . . . ." If you have a newsman in the area, get him to do a follow-up on "The Empty World of Koturana." A fisherman stands amid the wreckage of his home, Stress possibility of plague. Also strong action of local military authorities against looters.

**Tornadoes**

Get a good photograph if you can. Stress the malign fury and awesome strength of the twister, "hurling cars hundreds of yards, tearing up houses." There are usually about three deaths per town per tornado. Emphasize miraculous escape of child in pram. Ask where it will strike next. Advise people what to do.

**Hurricane**

Remember that a hurricane is always nearing a major population center. Get a pilot to fly through it if possible. With any luck you will have a terrific devastation story to follow through with. Remember to have "winds of up to 150 miles an hour" and also don't forget the quiet center of the hurricane's eye. Remember that this may be the chance for a record. Is it the biggest hurricane in living memory?

**Earthquakes**

This is a big one. First of all, what force was it on the Richter scale? Quick comparisons with other earthquakes. Secondly, where is it? Usually in "remote Eastern Turkey" or in "the arid center of Iran." But with luck it will have occurred in marginally more accessible Latin or Central America. Good chance for post facto description. Most of the buildings destroyed; others leaning at crazy angles. Constant flood of refugees. People clawing at rubble. Survivors clawing, blinking into the light of day. Babies miraculously unhurt amid piles of bricks. Preliminary tremors, then "for six seconds the earth shook." Make sure to get picture of one building still standing (usually a church in Roman Catholic countries or a mosque in Muslim ones). Get interviews from American survivors. Animadvert on general danger of earthquakes, particularly in San Francisco area. Most important of all: get casualty figures and escalate them each day. Remind people that 200,000 people died in the Lisbon earthquake.

**Volcanoes**

Usually inaccessible, except by plane. Best for network news, with aerial shots. Emphasize inexorable onrush of lava. Have an expert talk about "dormant" and "active" volcanoes. Quote primitive local tribesmen on the wrath of the fire-god. Remind people about Krakatoa, and the tidal wave which that eruption sent round the world.

**Famine**

Properly speaking this phenomenon should be in the man-induced list of disasters which follows, but recently it has made the transition to the God-induced category of inevitable horrors beyond human intervention. The blunt fact is that famine is not a good disaster story to cover. There's usually too much of it. Reporters have to make costly journeys across whole continents to assess it. It turns out that millions are dying. Readers no longer feel comfortable with pictures of children with distended bellies, or peasants backed by the white bones of their oxen. Furthermore, it turns out that people are going to go on dying—that famine threatens MILLIONS, and that millions may already be dead. Then the details about relief shipments of grain tend to blur on people, who grow impatient with these Indians and Africans and their interminable famines. So best on the whole to keep clear of actual famines in progress and dwell on famines to come. Talk of famines that will sweep across Asia, decimate Africa. Quote experts who feel only despair. Speak on the encroachment of the Sahara over hitherto fertile land. Attribute the catastrophe to the sacred cow of India which eats food which otherwise . . . . or blame the African goat which munches vital vegetation. Above all, speak of the World Food Problem, and then start quoting United Nations surveys. In this way you will hurry the reader on to pleasanter subjects.

There are two further additions to the list of disasters for which humans cannot be called responsible by a vigilant press—namely comets and planetary collisions. But, let us go on to disasters for which humans can be made directly responsible.

(continued on page 15)
Preserving Dignity
On 43rd Street

It has long been the practice of The New York Times to summarily tear the epauletts off convicted criminals by denying them the honorific "Mr." on second reference. Specifically, the newspaper's style book decrees: "In general...Mr. is not used with the names of persons who have been convicted of crime or have unsavory reputations known without question to be deserved." Fortunately for Spiro Agnew, whose $10,000 fine and three-year suspended sentence for income tax evasion was reached this conclusion after speaking with a "whole bunch of editors" and "some reporters." Sources of the paper told him, and what he originally wrote, "Mr. Agnew." According to Rosethal, pointing out that the so-called underground press" and at least the Times' awe for men in high places prevailed, too, on Oct. 29, the day investigative reporter Nicholas Gage filed a long piece reporting that former Attorney General Richard G. Kleindienst had told Watergate prosecutor Archibald Cox that President Nixon personally ordered him not to press a series of antitrust actions against International Telephone and Telegraph Corporation...." According to Gage's sources, John Ehrlichman called Kleindienst in 1971 and asked that the investigation be dropped. Kleindienst refused. "Mr. Ehrlichman hung up," reads Gage's story, "and a short time later President Nixon called and, after calling him a vulgar name, said: 'Don't you understand the English language?"' What Gage's sources told him, and what he originally wrote, was that Nixon had said: 'You son of a bitch. Don't you understand the English language?'

In this case, Rosenthal was not in on the decision and subsequently made it known that he regretted the excision. The jailing apparently took place on the copy desk, though no one involved was willing to explain why.

-JIM KAPLAN
the talks except to say obliquely that "the unit is supposed to be in a truce from the local." But another member of the unit's negotiating team, who did not wish to be identified, said that after the strike began, representatives of management revealed that they had had a commitment to shut down if the News was hit. According to this source, the Times Guild leadership was told that they would have to settle if they wanted the Times to remain open. During the next six hours, they won what they considered significant gains: jobs would now be secure after 20 years instead of 25, as originally offered; a fifth week of vacation was added for veteran employees; the maternity clause was improved so that mothers on leave would not lose a year's seniority; and union security was strengthened. "We felt that now it was a pretty good contract," says the source on the Times side, who maintains that while Deegan did not tell the group to suspend the talks except to say obliquely that "the unit is alive and well at the Daily News." The Times unit, says the source on the Times side, was not willing to put any real pressure on. It's the time for the PR men of such organizations as Lynch and General Motors to put any real pressure on... It's the time for the PR men of such organizations as Lynch and General Motors to put any real pressure on... It's the time for the PR men of such organizations as Lynch and General Motors to put any real pressure on... It's the time for the PR men of such organizations as Lynch and General Motors to put any real pressure on...

In addition, the contracts with six other newspaper units are still pending, the most worrisome of which is the printers'. At the moment, Bertram Powers, president of Typographical Union No. 6, has his hands tied by a temporary truce agreement between his International and the papers. Should the printers strike now, they might not be able to get benefits from the International. But if the Times had shut down, effecting a lockout, benefits would have accrued automatically. Once locked out, Powers and his men might well have stayed out until a contract agreement was reached—something that could have produced a lengthy shutdown. The Times unit, says the source on the negotiating committee, was not willing to take that risk. "Was it moral?" he asked rhetorically. "It might have been immoral, but we were also aware of the consequences of the strike. Faced with that reality, the Times unit settled.

At both papers, the wage increase will be $13.85 over the two years, a "spread" figure meaning that employees in lower job classifications will get less than those with top jobs. The $13.85 figure matches the wage increase offered to and accepted by the mailers union, the first to settle its contract, and subsequently by the deliverers and machinists. Guild members are quick to point out that in exchange for the settlement, the mailers were able to get the Times to drop a $230,000 lawsuit against them over a wildcat strike. At the News in particular, where money was a more important issue, many feel the $13.85 was forced upon them because of another union's lawsuit. Not accidently, no doubt, the $13.85 figure just happens to represent a 5.5 per cent increase over what a journeyman printer receives—exactly the wage hike specified by federal guidelines.

While the two units wound up with similar contracts, Times people managed to win more in the area of union security. A larger proportion of Times personnel currently exempted from Guild membership will now be required to pay the union an "agency fee," an amount equivalent to dues, if they refrain from joining. This means, of course, that they will be more likely to sign up. At the same time, neither unit made any inroads into the issue of stringers, the use of which especially rankles a number of Times reporters.

Although he concedes that few tangible gains were achieved by the strike, Peter McLaughlin, the leader of the News unit, doesn't think it was entirely wasted. As he sees it, the strike and the preceding talks solidified a previously moribund outfit. "I think we gained something," says McLaughlin. "Now management has to be aware that the Guild is alive and well at the Daily News."

TERRY PRISTIN

The Suite Smell
Of Excess

New York financial writers and the people they cover, the latter far outnumbering the former, sat and supped together Nov. 17 in the quasi-regal confines of the Hotel Americana's Imperial Ballroom. The occasion: the 1973 Financial Follies, an annual ritual of suites, steaks and skits put on by the New York Financial Writers Association.

The evening starts out and ends in hospitality suites, settings in which the executives and PR men of such organizations as Hill and Knowlton, ITT, Litton, RCA, Merrill Lynch and General Motors furnish ample amounts of canapes, liquor and bonhomie. These suites, especially for the PR firms, are a deadly serious business. Doremus, the largest Wall Street PR and advertising agency, had between 400 and 500 persons—about half of the 900-odd attendees—pass its bar in the Monte Carlo Suite.

But corporate largesse extends beyond a few drinks before and after the ball. Typically an editor or a reporter does not pay his own way (on a reporter's salary, attendance, it seems fair to speculate, would be limited at $65 per ticket) but is the guest, directly or indirectly, of some firm or organization he or she covers—a practice, incidentally, which is not officially frowned upon by Business Week, Forbes, The Wall Street Journal, The New York Times or Dun's Review.

Every year there is some grumbling—never for quotation, of course—that the whole affair is a bit of a hold-up. This year, Wall Street firms, which lost an aggregate $165 million for the first nine months, had an excuse to beg off hosting, and the association had to put the arm on a number of corporations not on The Street in order to come close to the estimated break-even figure of 1,000 attendees.

The show itself, which came on top of the recent lawsuits, was much more of a critical success this year than last. Working with what was a year's worth of first-rate material for satire—the overall performance of Wall Street, Equity Funding, corporate political donations, ITT's sundry machinations, to name a few—many of the skits were fairly well done, one or two even brilliant. But one still walked away with the feeling that too many writers and not enough editors worked on the scripts.

So what comes out of an evening like this? Nothing obvious, nothing dramatic. A lot of financial writers, including some of the big names, stay away—some so they don't feel co-opted, others so they don't feel bored. It's all just too damned cozy, just a little too friendly, especially in the suites. No one is naive'enough to put any real pressure on. It's the time for the gentle hustle. The "host" wants his guest to go away with the feeling—as they too often do—that "we know each other better now, and, under it all, we're all pretty good guys."

—NEWTON LAMSON

The 1973
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FOLLIES

AMERICANA OF NEW YORK
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Scrobes and Pharisees
How To Cover a Disaster in Ten Easy Stages

DAILY EXPRESS Saturday September 1 1973 Weather: Cloudy, mainly dry Price £1

4 am DESPERATE LAST HOPE
As time runs out —
Vickers chief tells plan to dredge up the mini-sub crew

Stage Five: The second day. The headline tells the reader at once that things are still going well. CONTACT! AND SUB RESCUE STARTS. It is not even the main head in the paper, so confident are the rescuers. Nevertheless there is no skimping on the story. Needless to say, Today is Mallinson's thirty-fifth birthday — and as he received greetings from his wife and children by radio he confidently expected to be having a celebration breakfast with us on top by the time the sun comes up —Champagne was ready on the mother ship Vickers Voyager as she arrived over the rescue area and began immediate recovery operations.

Overweening confidence still prevails. Messervy is still saying, "It is a fairly straightforward job." "Lots of food, lots of water, lots of air," reported 28-year-old Chapman. Several hundred miles away their wives too had to sit and wait. Stage Six: Day Three. A very different situation now, and one the readers have all been waiting for. It's the main headline again: "4 AM. LAST DESPERATE HOPE. RESCUE CRAMMA NEARS THE END. Switch-on vigil by mother who prays. As time runs out, chief tells of plan to dredge the mini-sub crew." It turns out that Messervy and his men have goofed: two rescue subs have failed to make contact. Various essential rituals now take place. First of all the wives: "Pamela said, 'It’s an ordeal we can’t stand much longer. I just pray Roger and his mate don’t give up hope!’" Secondly, the boss of the whole outfit must now display grim determination and symbolize the collective efforts of all the rescuers. It turns out that Sir Leonard Redshaw is at home on the mainland, but "he has been in constant radio touch with the team," furthermore "Sir Leonard is looking strained and weary from keeping watch." The scene is set for the crucial announcement.

Stage Seven: "Sir Leonard disclosed that Chapman had two-thirds of a bottle of oxygen left, which means that noon today was the zero hour for 'termination of life support.' "This looks very bad, and Sir Leonard rapidly makes it worse: He added: Mr. Mallinson has had a very personal message passed to him from his wife. And everyone’s thoughts went out to the two men, watching their clock tick away and their oxygen counter inexorably falling.

Stage Eight: The last desperate bid. A final and desperate plan to ‘dredge’ the trapped mini-submarine was being prepared early today. It was, said Sir Leonard, a pretty grim decision. It would have to be quite ruthless. All or nothing.

Readers of the Express spend a restless day. Will it be the slow decline of the story to page 3, then 4 and then as the days pass, to page 10, as “hope dwindles for trapped men” and “still hope, says wife” and finally “A mother’s agony as all hope vanishes. Wives lash out at Vickers chief.” But no! God is good and so we have a final dramatic

Stage Nine: Day Four. Headline: TWO COOL GUYS COME UP FOR AIR. They have made it.

By all calculations on the surface the two men should have run out of oxygen before the rescue was completed. But when they popped up from the seabed they were looking fit enough to play football. Thirty-five year old Mallinson revealed that while on the bottom they had received a message from the Queen. “She wished us all the best,” he said.

It is over now and all we want is a quote from the wife.

Stage Ten: “If anything, this has given me more confidence about my husband going under water again.” The natural order of things is reasserted. But not for long. Five weeks later the Express readers are once again plunged into drama. This time: "Upside down rescue drama for seven men in dredger. POSEIDON TRAP. ‘This could be dangerous for everyone,’ said a grim-faced rescuer. ‘We cannot tell what condition the trapped men are in, or how much air they have left.’ As rescue work went on, amid rough seas naturally, the question remained, Could the trapped men hold out through the long cold night? But that’s another story.”

—A.C.
**Housing Collapses**

Very good story. Rescues clawing again at the rubble. Note the seconds of warning. Emphasize incredible good fortune of those who went shopping moments before the tragedy. Rapidly produce evidence that the building had been declared unsafe. Animadvert on culpability and venality of landlords, laxity of urban officials. Stress grave condition of the poor. Report kindness of local religious missions in taking in homeless. The miracle of Towser, the dog that survived. If possible, have grim-faced mayor on the scene. If need be, have him "personally take charge." Always a bad sign. See accounts of the collapse of Broadway Central Hotel earlier this year. A fine performance by all New York media, right down to the dog that was adopted by the local firehouse.

**Train Crashes**

Always good, particularly if the crash occurs in a tunnel. Speak of the quiet heroism of ordinary people and lack of panic. Or speak of panic and hysteria. Have people cheerfully chatting with rescuers as they lie trapped beneath the wreckage. In almost all cases the engine driver has been killed; if so, produce reports that the train was speeding dangerously. If he is still alive, hold back such comment. Speak of shocking state of the tracks, and unsafe condition of the cars. Have a few priests on hand. Normally one or two deaths and many injured.

**Airplane Crashes**

Waning in favor. There now has to be some extra ingredient, apart from the mere fact of mass death. Is it the first jumbo jet to go down? Was there a famous person on board? Did some famous person almost go on board? Did the crash take place near a mountain top, in which case snow and rain always impedes the rescuers. Did it appear to try and land? Did the pilot try to broadcast a last message, or was radio contact abruptly lost? Has the black box been recovered? Is sabotage feared? Is wreckage scattered over a large area? Did it almost crash on top of a city? How likely is it that a plane will crash on Manhattan? Speak of inevitability of crashes as traffic increases. But not to excess, since too many people now fly by plane and the airlines are good advertisers.

**Fires**

Essential to cover them, but are people trapped? Is arson suspected? Particularly good when people have to jump from high windows. Have background on menace of fire in high-rise buildings. The Daily News is strong on fires. TEN FEARED DEAD IN HOBOKE BLAZE read one headline last fall. Beneath it:

The fire flared at 1:10 a.m. and within minutes engulfed all four buildings. Jose Lopez, 18, said people on the first floor ran into the hallway to help those trapped above, but the stairs were already burning. Jose says he saw Juana Requeno jump. "She had to jump, she was burning up," he said.

The News added that the fire was "of suspicious origin." Suggestions of arson always pep up such stories.

**Shipwrecks**

These can be superb. Stress insufficiency of lifeboats. There are too few, hindering rescue, in capacity of captain/herosim of captain. Ugly riots in the steerage. The flames and smoke from the engine room that gradually consume the ship. Stress insurance value and possible claims. Have at least ten ships steaming to the scene. Ferryboats are particularly dramatic if they sink. For example, this account of a Greek ferryboat disaster in the Sunday Times of London:

Several of the dazed survivors whose voyage back from a Greek holiday turned into a nightmare bitterly attacked some of the officers and crew. They alleged lack of directions and failure of the lifeboat system. Giuseppe Gentile, a 59-year-old fisherman from Monopoli, picked up five boats and twenty survivors. He said, "There were so many people in the sea that it was impossible to get near them because they were all trying to scramble aboard. I saw at least one lifeboat that had been smashed."

Two familiar themes here: charges against the officers (which they will later deny) and panic among the passengers over the lifeboats. Judging by such reports, it seems best to avoid lifeboats altogether and "cling to a piece of drift wood."

**Assassination**

Counts as a disaster. Follow established procedures, such as eyewitnesses, actual murder on television. Do not forget the security guard or close friend hammering the ground or wall with his fist shouting, "No, No, No!" Have vigils in hospital if health permits. Explain that Critical is worse than Dangerously Ill. Make sure that doctors have stethoscopes. Picture wife in waiting room. Speak of effects on nation. Run articles on gun control (if assassination takes place in U.S.), otherwise speak of tradition of violence in whatever country you happen to be in. Always have someone saying, "My God, what is happening to our country."

**Plague**

Generally only happens in the East. Usually "hushed up." Fact of life in India due to sanitary habits of the population and dead bodies in the Ganges. Stress acts of selfless heroism by Catholic missionaries. Occasionally warn that plague may sweep the earth.

**Genocide**

Perpetrated these days by African tribes. Have reports "trickling through" of senseless slaughter, by the Hutu or the Tutsis. Watch for Rwanda or the Congo. Always a good chance for a reporter to come back with an exclusive genocide story. Discount appeals for UN intervention, pointing out that it is an internal matter for the country concerned.

---

*Actual UPI caption to this picture—filed Dec. 26, 1972—reads "MANAGUA, NICARAGUA: Cathedral stands intact amidst rubble in center of the city of Managua. The city was hit by a devastating earthquake, Dec. 23rd, which killed untold thousands and left 90 per cent of the population without shelter." It's gratifying to have my disaster rules confirmed. I'm pretty good at my job.*

---

**EARTHQUAKES:** Make sure to get a picture of one building still standing (usually a church in Roman Catholic countries or a mosque in Muslim ones).
The ultimate: Drama is all, and distance is the great anesthetist. Late in the 1930s, the London Times reported in a terse paragraph that, "More than five million people are believed to have lost their lives in the Yellow River floods." How could the fate of those indiscriminate millions rank against those who perished in the crash of the Hindenburg, one of the century's famous disasters where 36 people died and 62 survived?

Nuclear Holocaust

Discounted these days, but just to keep readers on their toes, quote an expert every six months or so as saying that the dangers of nuclear holocaust have never been greater. Then turn off tap by talking about SALT.

No doubt many readers will have their own favorite disasters, to which they may feel I have not done justice. What about the stock market, or of the eco-catastrophe that threatens mankind? Just add them to the list, but in the meantime a cautionary word about numbers.

News editors should remember that there are large parts of the world in which people simply do not exist in groups of less than 50,000. Before getting to these hordes, let us start at the top. The death of one famous American can always be recorded, however tedious the circumstances of his or her demise. If the American is not famous or noted in some way, at least two or three have to die (or one in very odd circumstances) to be worth attention. In the case of blacks the numbers escalate at once.

In the next category come northern Europeans. Count about ten of them for every one American. Then we have southern Europeans (Italians, Spaniards, Portuguese, Greeks). Count about thirty of these for every one American. Then Turks, Persians, and Latin Americans. Count about 100 of these for every one American. Some perfectionists would include north Africans in this category.

Next, southeast Asians. Two to three hundred for every one American. Some would include Indonesians here. I fancy, since 800,000 were slaughtered in the coup without undue fuss, that the count here is about 1,000 to 1. Indeed, we have reached the limits of number, because in the next category we have hordes without number.

Indians, Africans and Chinese. No sense of number is involved at all. People only start to focus if we speak of 50,000 to 100,000. Indeed experts have calculated that roughly 50,000 Indians are equal in terms of news value (relative to their terminal experiences) to ten Americans. And certain groups are excluded altogether: Canadians, Australians and Scandinavians, since they are never visited by disasters; also Soviet bloc countries, because their disasters are covered up. Obviously the sense of number that people have about the Soviet Union is that millions were killed in the purges, and millions were killed in the war. Little else counts. The Japanese now occupy equivocal status. At the moment they are both numberless and also singular, representing the rapid rise of their country's financial fortunes.

The fact is—within the basic rules outlined above—that number counts for nothing in the theory and practice of disasters, so far as the media is concerned. Drama is all, and distance the great anesthetist. Late in the 1930s, the London Times reported in a terse paragraph that, "More than five million people are believed to have lost their lives in the Yellow River floods." How could the fate of those indiscriminate millions rank against those who perished in the crash of the Hindenburg, one of the century's famous disasters where 36 people died and 62 survived?

At first sight there seems to be a kind of haphazard and immoral frivolity in the media's approach to disaster. Why should an earthquake in Managua receive more attention than the Christmas bombing of Hanoi? Why has the present famine in northeast Africa scarcely been mentioned? Evidently part of the reason is that the media, conservative in outlook and performance, always tend to confuse the inevitable with the intolerable: avoidable famine—or devastation by high explosive—comes to appear as ineluctable as an earthquake; tragedy supersedes evil. In political idioms, disasters, so far as the media are concerned, (continued on page 21)
Giving TV Back to the Indians

BY SHEILA CHARAS

It's November of 1972, two years since the big "Alternatives in Communications Media" conference at Syracuse University, and after a long summer's labor to pull wires through the campus, Synapse is born, a one-inch videotape studio linked to a do-it-yourself cable system, built without the resources of any commercial cable company, and designed to provide open community access to its equipment, which includes a many-dialed color effects board and nine Port-a-pak videotape recorders—one more node in the neural network that is alternate television.

In December, Creative Artists Public Service Program (CAPS) grant applicants who come together at Synapse for a ten-day "video-stream" workshop are among the roomful of "media freaks" who hear South Dakota medicine man Wallace Black Elk and Leonard Crow Dog of the Rosebud Reservation bless the new cable system and urge that "the people... responsible for all this radio and television and communication send messages, good messages, to our American people." The following spring, American Indian Movement leaders capture Media America itself at Wounded Knee, and millions watch Leonard Crow Dog on the Dick Cavett Show, strong medicine indeed.

The broadcast TV audience has long since switched off on the Oglala Sioux, but the effort to give Media America back to the Indians goes on, proclaiming alternate technologies as the only permanent access solution for the alternate culture and special interest group people whom underground makers feel are locked out or exploited by the networks: freaks, street kids, Lesbian mothers, criminals, old people, mental patients, the deaf, transsexuals—a Diane Arbus sensibility prevails on the often deliberately artless and redundant tapes ("slickness" is anathema) made by and about these people. Without it, too many of the tapes would be utterly tedious.

But the underground media establishment itself—in the New York area it's the Videofreex with their Media Bus (they now live communally in Lanesville, N.Y.), Global Village, the Raindance Corporation, and the Kitchen—and the public access groups like Sterling Cable's Video Access Center, Open Channel, and the Alternate Media Center at New York University, keep on with the work of producing and improving alternate television content, and encouraging wider participation in their premises. For the most part they reject the contradiction between the ideals of high access and excellence, partly by refusing to define a "good" tape in broadcast terms. After all, isn't even lumpy homemade bread better than that plastic stuff in the supermarkets?

FCC standards for broadcast signal quality are seen as "a form of censorship" along with the "objective stance" and "professionalism" of network newscasters, and the "bullshit rigidity" of commercial television's scripted formats. A case in point: WNET's TV Lab, one network group which does work closely with the alternate television people, has to pay off its union crews in order to shoot a half-inch video. (Broadcast standards require the signal quality of two-inch "quad" tapes.) Another: the non-union video crews can't get press passes. Without them, they are at a distinct disadvantage; even the McGovern organization was known, with CBS and NBC on the scene, to leave them standing out in the rain.

Snipe, snipe, the establishment, a sitting duck, keeps flapping its wings as the paradox remains: what is good is access if you are talking to yourself once you have it? Alternate reference work. It fills a big gap in the small shelf of books that every citizen should have." (John W. Gardner, Chairman Common Cause)

"This is the single most useful political document I have ever encountered. Any- one with the most marginal interest in politics should be possessed of a copy. And be guided by it."

John Kenneth Galbraith

"I can't imagine anyone interested in pol- itics, from Richard Nixon to the lady next door, who should not own and enjoy this Almanac. I don't know of anything, short of a wheelbarrow full of books, which could take its place."

John Chancellor, NBC News

"The Almanac of American Politics is a superb reference work. It fills a big gap in the small shelf of books that every citizen should have." (John W. Gardner, Chairman Common Cause)

Before October 12, how much did you know about Gerald Ford? About his performance in Congress, his votes on key issues and his rating by important special interest groups, a political analysis of every state and every congressional district written in a highly readable form, or fact and figures on census data, including an employment "profile", median family income, percent of families at various income levels, the economic base, tax contribution, federal outlay, important defense installations and contractors, the political lineup in the district, number of registered Democrats, Republicans or independents, ethnic groups by percentages, the presidential vote over the last three elections, etc.

The first edition of The Almanac of American Politics appeared nearly two years ago and elicited unanimous approbation from the media, historians, writers and people at all levels of political life, Republicans and Democrats alike. And the new edition is even better than the first, covering all Senators and Representatives, with the addition of new categories of data and the implementing of constructive suggestions from expert observers.

You may order the Almanac now, by mail, two months before bookstore distribution, in either a hardcover binding at $10.00 or a paperback at $6.95.

Distributed to the trade by Houghton Mifflin
television has yet to find much of an audience, even for the tapes now being broadcast over public access cable channels. And it has had to look for that audience with the help of established sources of funding (biased toward large-scale projects and academic structures) and publicity (even Raindance uses old-fashioned print for its Radical Software, a publication with about 700 subscribers which has been, since 1970, a major source of information for and about the video underground). If and when a no longer passive audience for alternate TV does materialize, it is likely to have some ideas of its own about what it wants to look at and why.

Both the pitfalls and possibilities for alternate television were obvious early this fall during a ten-day-long Women's Video Festival at the Kitchen, a multi-media theatre funded by the New York State Council on the Arts, and one of the few places in New York where people without cable service can see alternate TV (John Reilly's Global Village, on Broome Street, is another.) Coordinating the festival with Kitchen director Shridar Bapat and Patti Hazan was Syracuse Videostream veteran Susan Milano, a dark, vivacious young tape-maker who, like Shridar, once worked with Reilly, and now runs the video program at the Women's Interart Center. She talked frankly about the difficulties inherent in a truly "open" festival: so many of the tapes, all made by women although not necessarily about them, were bad. Susan feels committed to having this work be seen, yet she says this may be the last open festival she runs.

Still, several dozens of people were showing up each night to lounge on a foam sculpture—one hairy, foetal-looking little man got so comfortable that he took off his socks—and watch tapes like "Superdream Dream Clackers," "I Sold My Car for a Port-a-pak," "Karma," "Confessions of An Adolescent Murderer" (a superbly documented ten minutes of horror), "Video Songs for Navajo Sky," and "Votes for Women" (a feminist's-eye view of the 1972 Democratic National Convention, in which Gloria Steinem and other people sing a lot—"I'm tired of fuckers fucking-over me"—and an Indian woman speaks movingly about her people's plight). All this on two banks of monitors, whose out-of-sync images were in themselves a perceptual trip.

One evening was For Women Only; if you were female, you could see a tape about gynecological self-help and a Lesbian documentary made by a group which calls itself Vulva Video. On another evening, avant-gardiste Charlotte Moorman did a live video performance of "Crotch Music," in which she attached balloons, aerosol cans, and other objects to the crotches of twenty males in the audience, presumably a more liberated woman than she was in 1969 at the Howard Wise gallery, when she played Dick Cavett's opening monologue on her cello while wearing what must have been that season's most bizarre bra: a tiny TV monitor strapped to each of her otherwise bare breasts.

The tape-it-yourself technology on which most of these assays are predicated did not even exist until 1968, when Sony put the first fully portable videotape camera and playback equipment on the American market, liberating television from the studio environment, and making possible the current involvement in street television and video verite by media activists. The basic black and white Port-a-pak system, which sells for between $1,600 and $1,700 today, uses half-inch-wide Mylar tape to record light and sound information electronically, rather than chemically as in film, and therefore cheaply (as little as $15 for thirty minutes worth, and like any magnetic tape, it's reusable) and instantly—there's nothing to develop, another cost-cutting factor. In addition, the Port-a-pak cameras are so easy to operate that even ten-year-olds can do shoot with them; a New York grammar school class is broadcasting its tapes over the cable right now.

With the addition of an editing deck ($1,000...
In a class by herself is Shirley Clarke, the tough, brilliant dancer and filmmaker, who sees media not as a mere extension of man but as necessary for humane behavior in a post-electronic world. To $1,500), a candy-box-sized special effects generator or "mixer" ($600 and up), and one or more monitors ($250), the pure video potential grows: instant replay capability allows people to react immediately to information about themselves, and ideally to control it; feedback lets them interact in real time with the television image itself. Or, live and taped images may be superimposed, shown simultaneously on several monitors (multi-channel programming), wiped (split screen effects), faded, negatively keyed (black and white reversed), colorized and time delayed. But image manipulation of this kind appeals mostly to the often highly seminal video makers like Nam June Paik, Eric Siegel, and Steina and Woody Vasulka, whose main orientation is abstract, and to conceptual artists like Peter Campus or those in the Castelli stable, who use video without really being part of the alternate television movement.

In a class by herself is Shirley Clarke, the tough, brilliant dancer and filmmaker whose current work as head of the Videospace Troupe, supported by the New York State Council on the Arts and a $20,000 grant from the Museum of Modern Art, anticipates what she calls the "World Communications Web," a network of two-way video technology that will enable "anyone to produce his own inputs to be mixed with feeds from other spaces/places." She considers videotape as only another possible feed into this mix; it does not interest her to "edit" it like film. For her purposes, the live camera is essential, but even with it, "we don't look through lenses anymore—we look at what we are doing."

Fascinated with the occult—her bookshelves are crammed with works on witchcraft, Satanism, and the Tarot—she conjures with a world of electronic play in which the witch doctor (artist) will be reunited with the community (participating audience) for their first collective magic dance since the fall of Early Tribal Civilizations: the result, not rain, but a revolution in consciousness, a revision to our notions of time and space, psyche and soma. For Shirley the video image of herself is part of her body. "I could dance with it, as it were." Like many of the most advanced media thinkers, she goes beyond McLuhan (though her vocabulary is full of him) to a crucial acceptance of media not as mere extension of man but as necessary for humane behavior in a post-electronic world: the third eye, with which we are to look at our own experience, has revealed itself to be an electronic beam.

Her home is her T.P., a television playpen, a soaringly pointed tower on top of the Chelsea Hotel which is at once both architectural (physical) space and video (electronic) space. With junction boxes and monitors all around, plus a patchboard and switches, there is no place, not even in the rooftop garden, where she must step outside the video continuum. Even the view from the window is video, as the rooftops of Manhattan float, mysterious and beautiful, caught in Shirley's "head ball," a spherical television globe of Italian design. About a mile south of the T.P., in one of
Soho's old commercial buildings. Global Village director and first generation video maker John Reilly is far less spacy in his conception of societal change through human feedback. Global's "Lifestyles," an "experiment in living the process of video," is not only a feedback tape in the technical sense of using a recycled electronic signal (e.g., we see a tape on a monitor as part of the tape we are viewing on another monitor), but is also an almost terrifying demonstration of video's self-reflective potential. One of its main subjects is Nancy, whom we see both in her twenty year role as wife and mother, Italian-American style, and—with her glasses on—examining that almost terrifying demonstration of video's self-reflective "potential. One of its main subjects is technical sense of using a recycled electronic signal of video," is not only a feedback tape in the off-camera, but despite Reilly's insistance on the year role as wife and mother, Italian-American style, and—with her glasses on—examining that role in a videotaped exchange with another woman tapemaker. Her husband Joey watches and comments on the strange video-Nancy, while the "real" Nancy tries, before our eyes, to re-integrate her contradicting selves.

Unlike the Louts, Nancy and Joey divorce off-camera, but despite Reilly's insistence on the family's "process" involvement in editing the tapes, some troubling questions about the power of media pseudoevents to accelerate and alter our commonplaces refuse to go away. Is the kind of contrived perceptual situation toward which Reilly guided his students really better than broadcast media attempts to mess with our heads, or is it merely the same bullshit, reshaped? Somehow the radical manipulation of another's self-perception seems as brutal when justified by "art" or "process" as it does when the motivation is purely commercial. Perhaps only love will do, and even media guru Dr. Caleb Gottregno knows that one "cannot say 'I love you' through television."

Some of the same questions concern George Stoney, who together with Mrs. Red Burns heads New York University's Alternate Media Center, which was established in 1971 with a $275,000 grant from the Markle Foundation, and has since received $10,000 worth of equipment from Sterling Cable. Stoney feels that the use of video has enlightened his attitude toward journalistic responsibility, brought him up short and made him wonder. When his neighborhood auxiliary police organization gave him an innocent curte blanche to record them in a state of Keystone cop disorganization ("I can't go out tonight—somebody stole my badge"), he put a blunt question to himself: "Well, Stoney, who the hell are you?" Refusing to "rip them off," he came back another night, and showed them as they wanted to be seen on a tape meant to help them recruit block watchers, but also effective in helping them see themselves as a lopsided, mostly white group. The truth? A composite of all these things, not the product of any one person's "objectivity."

The Center's work in Manhattan has gotten its video people into the lives of several of the city's communities. The Alternate Media Center tape catalog documents the experiences in Washington Heights, the borough's most heavily cabled area, where project members tried to play back what they shot immediately, to erase any taped material immediately, to try to by the subject, and to teach people how to shoot their own tapes before a pattern of dependency developed. In many cases the video people had difficulty with their own tendency to manipulate: "We were trying to get a community to examine itself, when they had no interest in doing so." Some people did not even want to see the tapes of themselves, or when they did see them were so irresponsible with funds. And he is even skeptical of his own fascination with mediated communication. "That's what we've done to ourselves—we need a $2,000 rig to talk to one another, when true communication should end with a handshake or a kiss."

The "rig" indeed may be the rub. Most obviously, no one hooked on video stays content for long with a Port-a-pak: when $20,000 worth of equipment begins to seem inadequate, battles for a piece of the foundation action, family ripoffs and commercial sell-outs become an inevitable corrosive to the alternate television community. Cassette manufacturers, for example, are already beginning to buy up the rights to a lot of good video software. Despite the tape producers' rhetoric about the need to control their own distribution structures, plans at the Kitchen and elsewhere for non-profit distribution systems have yet to get off proposal paper.

But that's only Catch 21. The triumph of greed is, after all, an old, almost reassuring story; the triumph of technology is newer and more disturbing. In 1969, Nam June Paik, quoted by John Margolies in Art in America, was already prepared to sell his video hardware to buy the ultimate media Nirvana: "I am tired of TV now. TV is passe. Next comes the direct contact of electrodes to the brain cells, leading to electronic Zen." Oh, Tonto, Tonto, where are you now when we need you most?
When I was little, I was taken into "the city" and allowed to gaze at Tiffany's windows for a treat. I wondered then why Tiffany's copied the Brooklyn Woodworth's rhinestone designs. I'm still wondering. If anyone ascertained that price is no index to good taste, I recommend a week's wallow in Christmas catalogues...a mere glance at which will also serve to prove irrefutably that this entire country is anaibly fixated. In one catalogue that specializes in inexpensive—cheap—gift items (Hanover House, Hanover, Penn.) I found, among others, the following bathroom items: A Bathroom Radio/Tissue Holder ($75 for that particular fancy could also probably be blended to precise bartender potions). "Or a Performer Synthesizer/Modulator"—no need for years of musical study, no skills required, produces sounds of all instruments ($1,350). Or, for that matter, a Suburban Sleep Sound machine that simulates "the pattern of surf and the sound of rain" to "promote sleep and relaxation." My own feeling is that anyone who could afford to shell out $75 for that particular fancy could also probably afford an ocean or at the very least a cloud-seeder of his or her very own...or maybe it's one of those guilt-gifts (the kind you'd bring to your aging mother if you'd just shut her away in a nursing home).

The merchants are betting that panopticon items will sell well this year; but they haven't given up on the staples of years past—religion and pornography. The sleazy catalogues (which have, by the way, some marvelous utilitarian gadgets in them, super stocking stuffers for kids, and much lower prices for comparative articles than the classy catalogues) all do something I can't believe is entirely accidental or coincidental. If they have, say an ad for Striptease Soupspoons on one page "There's a girl in your soap...as you take off the dirt she takes off her skirt—and then some!" they inevitably have, on the facing page, an ad for something like Hands Clasped in Perpetual Prayer ("Bless This House played by the skillfully concealed musical works"). Somewhere in this country there's a red-blooded, Sunday-go-to-church man who's reading his Heirloom Family Bible ($15.95) through his Bottoms Up Rose Colored Sexy-Shaped Eyeglasses (modestly described as having a "bawdy" shape). (I can't quite bring myself to describe these particular $2.79 horrors—if I tell you that the glasses terminate in high heels that tuck behind the ears you'll get the general idea.) It's worth noting that in years past, one saw ads for little plaster statuettes of alligators gobbling up black men; there isn't anything remotely like that in this year's offerings, not a single racist joke. But it's still possible to buy ashtrays that allow men the pleasure of crushing cigarettes out between plaster facsimiles of women's breasts.

By MICHAEL MELTNER

"This could well be the most interesting book of the year!"
FURTHER MORE

(continued from page 24)

give awards in a number of categories every year. Flashiest retrieval system: The St. Petersburg Times, which has everything stashed in the walls, ready to be summoned by the push of a button. Most difficult to use: The Los Angeles Times, which requires an appointment that can be made only by telephone between four and six in the afternoon, during which hours the editorial reference library is as easy to reach on the phone as Frank Sinatra. Most difficult to use even with an appointment: The Santa Fe New Mexican, the only daily paper in the state capital, which, last time I went around looking for its editorial reference library, wasn’t bothering to maintain one.

In a conventional daily, a lot of the space that is not taken up by wire copy seems to be taken up by the kind of local items that are important mainly to the people they’re written about. (John Cole, the editor of Maine Times, told me once that one of the great freedoms he felt when he started his state-wide weekly was freedom from all the stories he didn’t feel he had to run—all of those club elections and high school graduations. The New York Times is not the only newspaper of record.) Occasionally, I run across a useful underground paper—such as Take Over, in Madison, Wisconsin, which endeared itself to me not only by running some fascinating interviews with the man who出版ed a parody edition of the local dailies that included the headline NIXON EATS KROGH. (The kicker head was TRACES FOUND IN BLOOD.) But the most important emancipation enjoyed by most of the papers I have found most useful—Maine Times, for instance, or The Intermountain Observer or The Texas Observer—is not freedom from straight culture but from a hometown. Which makes it even more remarkable to find local weeklies—the Mountain Eagle, in Whitesburg, Kentucky, for instance, or the York County Coast Star in Kennebunk, Maine—that manage to record the doings of the water board and to face the local businessmen every morning and to do a lot of strong, enterprising reporting at the same time.

W

When we paper-users find a good local paper, of course, we fasten onto it the way a bunch of businessmen every morning and to do a lot of strong, enterprising reporting at the same time.

When we paper-users find a good local paper, of course, we fasten onto it the way a bunch of businessmen every morning and to do a lot of strong, enterprising reporting at the same time.

APRIL 30th, 1972
Normandy, France -- A small girl saw a copy of the ALTERNATIVE PRESS REVUE in the sky. Her vision changed the world! Now you can subscribe to her vision and send for other earth-shaking phenomena by the Alternative Press Syndicate...

Alternative Press Revue - $10/year in Australia, $4/year individually.
Sample packet of 15 alternative papers - $5.
Worldwide list of alternative papers - free with self-addressed, stamped envelope.
Yearly subscription to updated lists (at least four times a year) - $2.
"How to Publish an Underground Paper" - $1.
Alternative Press Syndicate, Box 26, Village Station, N.Y., N.Y. 10014.

MOVING ON?

Don't miss an issue. Move [MORE] with you by attaching the mailing label from this issue of [MORE] here:

(old mailing label)

and printing your NEW address here:

Name
Address
City_ State_ Zip_
Mail to: [MORE] PO BOX 2971 Grand Central Station New York, NY 10017 Att: Circulation Dept.

SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY OFFER

to anyone placing a classified ad in [MORE]: We'll give you one month free with your first order.

JOB OFFERED

COMMUNICATIONS ANALYST: A TV News background, an MA, a creative imagination, ambition and management capability are required. You should be personable, responsible, persuasive, and flexible. Write Box 43, [MORE].

LARGE METROPOLITAN ALTERNATIVE WEEKLY seeks tough, experienced, imaginative person with very high standards as managing editor. Salary, bonuses, and stock. Write Box 48, [MORE].


CHANGING CAREERS? Men and women do it successfully through CAREER MANAGEMENT, 101 Park Street, Montclair, NJ 07042 (201) 783-7878. 2935 Howell Avenue, Hampton, CT 06618, (203) 281-0568.

WRITERS WANTED! FREE LANCE! Irrelevant magazine about money, self,/big business, personalities, how to. Good writing preferred over financial background. Reporting, research essential. Send published clips with note—no calls— to Ron Hollander; Capitalist Reporter, 150 Fifth Avenue, N.Y., NY 10010.

PUBLISHED WRITERS ONLY! Popular reference book wants reports for assigned subjects. $25-$50 per 4-8 page bylined nontechnical article. Send short published sample. Box 56, [MORE].


JOB WANTED

TWO YEARS FREELANCING AND REPORTING for wire services, magazines and radio, expert international affairs, want position on daily. Weekly. Willing to travel. Replies also. Reply Box 50, [MORE].

MORE EDITORIAL WORK than your staff can handle? Let us help! The Travelling Editor, help you in the D.C. area: (703) 879-5179.

VERSATILE EXPERIENCED EDITOR-WRITER-ANALYST. Strong gov't and private media background—Europe, NY and Washington—foreign affairs, economics and urban problems. Write Box 51, [MORE].

FLEXIBLE, DEPENDABLE, CREATIVE AD-GRAD eager for copy spot, but will accept work in any phase. Expert international affairs. Graduate of Kild OMAA Direct Mail Institute. Ready now! Box 52, [MORE].

BUFFALO EDITORS? Award-winning writer who knows Western New York wants to grow in Buffalo. Politics, business, sports, labor experience. Box 53, [MORE].


JOBS? FREE!

Looking for a job anywhere in the communications industry?

Need the right person for that hard-to-fill position or special assignment?


If you want a job, or have a job to offer, in any of these fields, send us your classified ad (maximum 25 words) and we'll run it free in one issue of [MORE].
CLASSIFIEDS

JOB WANTED
YOUNG STILL PHOTOGRAPHER wants position at news paper or magazine—proven investigative experience—actually can read and has ideas—self-starting. Reply Box 54. [MORE] 

CIRCULATION EXPERIENCE from sales to fulfillment. Can develop subscription audience from trade references, directories, organizations, purchased lists and industry shows. Samuel Fagor. 1130 Shakespeare Avenue. Bronx, NY. (28)


FILM REVIEWING work desired. Much experience in film criticism, reporting and production. Correspondence business in New York. Also excellent editorial skills. Write Box 55. [MORE]

DECEMBER PUBLIC RELATIONS GRAD seeks frame position with company, newspaper or agency. Experience in promotional campaigns and newswriting. Will relocate. Box 57. (28)

PRODUCTION editor. Book and journal production. Thoroughly experienced in all phases and techniques. For resume, please reply Box 48. [MORE]

MAGAZINE EDITOR. 27, seeking position with more progressive company. Seeking writing, production, layout and photography experience on both trade and consumer publications. MSJ degree, PR and newspaper experience. Box 49. [MORE]

IOWA STATE GRADUATE desires job in communications. Previous experience in radio and television includes air work, research, promotion and news. Can travel. Resume available. Box 77. [MORE]

REPORTER serious about television news with five years experience. MA, network exposure, "Times" stringer. Relocate in major market on East Coast or elsewhere. Reply Box 77, [MORE]. (28)

BOOKS & MAGS
Central Committee of Correspondence has published a revised MAILING LIST OF MOVEMENT ORGANIZATIONS. October 1973. List includes about 1500 groups in US and Canada. Some foreign listings. Available for $1 (if you have it) free to prisoners. Also available on gummed sheets for $3. Write: CCC, 310 N. 33rd St., Philadelphia, PA 19104. (28)


SLEIGHT-OF-HAND WITH CHALK—Enlivens lectures. Illustrated handbook. $3.95. Tigner Magic Supply Co., PO Box 49494, Los Angeles, CA 90049. (29)

FOR SALE
WATERGATE DARE GAME—Throw darts, not stones, at alleged participants. silk/screen photo reproductions on a 16" square dart board with velcro-tipped darts. $8.00. Ed Gardner, Dept. 52, 1625 Stanford Avenue, Redwood City, CA 94072. (28)

RADIO STATION FM. Class B 50,000 watt limit! Boston area. Professional Syndicate being formed to buy. Meyer Gottesman, PO Box 1191, Coconut Grove, Fl. 33133. (28)

SOUVENIRS OF ISRAEL—Slides, Pictures, Mother of Pearl Crafts, Olive Wood Crafts, Carvings, Jewelry, Souvenirs, etc. Free Catalog. Fauth, POB 10373 E. Jerusalem, Israel. (28)

INFORMATION, BIBLIOGRAPHIES, QUESTIONS ANSWERED. All topics. Details free. Fact Finder, Box 84F, Brooklyn, NY 11212. (28)

PICTURES OF WOMEN in non-traditional jobs. $2.75/set of 8 pictures. Set #1—Community Helpers. Set #2—Professional women. F.R.E.E., PO Box 3185, Framingham, MA 01701. (29)

BEHAVIORAL SCIENCES TAPE LIBRARY—Leading psychiatrists and psychologists discuss psychotherapy, schizophrenia, adolescent sexuality, etc., on cassettes. Free catalogue. B.S.T.L., Dept. 297, 485 Main Street, Fl. Lee, N.J. 07924. (29)

BAKE A FAKE! The Great Imposters cook up a Beatles Album. New stuff, sounds alike, not bootleg. Send $2.98 to Great Imposters, Box 11567. Vault M, Chicago, 60611. (28)


STEW FLEW COOP. Dirty old editor seeks bird to keep Malibu Beach nest clean. Box 75, [MORE]. (29)

ATTRACTIVE INTELIGENT SINGLE GIRL 5’3”, 110 pounds, brown hair and eyes, college, interested—travel, reading, dining out, music, seeking sincere professional man financially secure, age 35-50. Write Box 3143, Beverly Hills, Cal 90212. (28)

FOR RENT

COLUMNS OFFERED
NOW! A FEMINIST COLUMN with wit, style, humor. It’s Changing Woman, another winner from Contemporary Feature Service. Box 404, Chappaqua, NY 10514. Today’s features for today’s readers. Write for samples. (28)

NEW BOOKS GALORE EVERY YEAR! Weekly "Bookviews" tells your readers about hardcover and paperback they want to read. Not just "bestsellers." Write Interlude Productions, Dept. C, Box 157, Maplewood, NJ 07040. (31)

MEDIA
Between the Lines. Wednesday nights at 9, WXHR FM (89.9), New York. (28)

MANUSCRIPTS WANTED
VALLEY ADVOCATE: P.O. 851 Amherst, Mass. Seeks reviews, contacts, obitform pieces. Write or call 1-413-256-6385. Circ. 16,000 under 30 audience. (28)

AUTHORS WANTED BY NEW YORK PUBLISHER
Leading book publisher seeks manuscripts of all types: fiction, non-fiction, poetry, scholarly and juvenile works, etc. New authors welcomed. For complete information, send for free booklet L-70 Vantage Press, 616 W. 41 St., New York 10018. (28)

LIVES & LOVES
MEET YOUR IDEAL MATE. Computerized matching (all ages) only $15. Free questionnaire. TEAM. 1270 Broadway, New York. (29)

CONTRAPETIVES FOR MEN—BY MAIL! Eleven top brands to choose from. Write or call 1-413-256-6385. Circ. 16,000 under 30 audience. (29)

MATERIALS WANTED
BOOKS & MAGS
TIED OF TARZAN AND SR GHLAHAD? "Feminist Folklore" has stories about strong and heroic women. For copy, send 50c to Feminist Folklore, 312 N. Aurora St., Ithaca, N.Y. 14850. (28)

"GRANTS AND AWARDS AVAILABLE TO WRITERS." 7 pages. 1973 edition available from P.E.N. American Center, 158 Fifth Avenue, New York, NY 10010. (28)

LED INTO OUR WARS? Read "Confessions of a Patriot," a second book by H.L. Lane who declined to teach history at a state university. 50 cents. Lane Bookshop, Jerome, Michigan. 49249. (31)

FOR RENT
CITY
P.O. BOX 2971 GRAND CENTRAL STATION NEW YORK, N.Y. 10017

RETURN TO:

COPY:

NAME:

ADDRESS:

CITY:

STATE:

ZIP:

For rental or sales. 15c per word, prepaid.

 Classified Rates: 30c per word, prepaid.

 Classified Deadline: 8th of each month for publication on 15th preceding cover date.
On Using Newspapers

BY CALVIN TRILLIN

I have always thought of the New Orleans Times-Picayune as a newspaper that prizes discretion above all other virtues. According to a charitable theory I concocted after reading the Picayune off and on for a dozen years, the editors do occasionally find themselves with an urge to shout and holler, but they always manage to satisfy it by running an expose of gambling in Jefferson Parish, the next county over—the way a businessman might spend a few hours at the gym punching the big bag in order to avoid throwing an ash tray at his sales manager. The result is that a crapshooter in Metairie can expect to be exposed to public scrutiny more or less annually, like The New York Times’ hundred needle cases, and the Civic Leaders of New Orleans have as much fear of being publicly criticized by the Picayune as by their stockbrokers.

I mentioned the Picayune’s custom of respectful silence once in a New Yorker piece about the exclusion of Jews from Mardi Gras balls, and added, parenthetically, that a similar policy of exclusion by downtown businessmen’s clubs in Kansas City had been made public not by the Kansas City Star, a daily with good manners, but by the National Catholic Reporter, a weekly that happens to be published in Kansas City. The parenthetical remark caused a Kansas City businessman to write me a long and thoughtful letter suggesting that I had maligned the Star unfairly. An American Jewish Committee report on club discrimination, which had been used as documentation by the National Catholic Reporter, had been available to the Star as well, he wrote, but the Star’s editors, being Civic Leaders themselves, had realized that the interest of the clubs and the Jewish businessmen who might be considered for the clubs and most of all the town would be best served by trying to take care of the matter behind the scenes without embarrassing anyone. I was reminded of a remark I heard from an elderly N.A.A.C.P. lawyer in New Orleans during the school desegregation there in 1960. “If all the people who tell me they’re working behind the scenes are working behind the scenes,” he said, “it must be getting awfully crowded back there.”

I wrote the businessman that newspapers exist partly to embarrass people—a proposition I might have expressed rather too confidently, now that I think of it, for someone who is always safely out of town by the time his piece comes out. The businessman had argued that a loyal Civil Leader’s duty was to help the town progress while avoiding embarrassing incidents and divisiveness and damaging publicity. The blindness and timidity of much of the American press, I think, comes partly from the fact that the local daily is seen (by itself as well as by others) as a Civic Leader as well as a newspaper—responsible for boosting the town as well as for keeping an eye on it.

When decisions are made by the Civic Leaders—at morning coffee in a small town, at the businessmen’s luncheon club in a city—one of the Civic Leaders involved is the publisher of the paper, and maybe even the editor of the paper. Their reluctance to deal with certain issues in print is not just a matter of trying to avoid offending advertisers but of doing what is good for the town. They want to be good citizens. There are, of course, differing ways to judge what is good for the town and what isn’t, but the measurement most Civic Leaders seem to use is the effect on Gross Retail Sales.

I find myself in the position of being a user rather than a reader of out-of-town papers, since I do regular reporting pieces around the country for a magazine that doesn’t have a stringer network or a clip desk or even an AP machine. I make fairly frequent stops at the Times Square out-of-town newspaper stand, and then make my way into the subway bowed under the weight of thirty pounds of identical wire-service stories about what the Cost of Living Council announced in Washington. My use of out-of-town papers is so specialized that my fondness for the Des Moines Register is based not just on its willingness to do quite a few stories around the state but on the fact that it marks such stories with an Iowa map, making them easy for a fast page-turner to spot. My use of newspaper “editorial reference libraries”—the things that used to be called morgues—is so constant that I

(continued on page 22)